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QUESTION 1

George, an employee of an organization, is attempting to access restricted websites from an official computer. For this
purpose, he used an anonymizer that masked his real IP address and ensured complete and continuous anonymity for
all his online activities. Which of the following anonymizers helps George hide his activities? 

A. https://www.baidu.com 

B. https://www.guardster.com 

C. https://www.wolframalpha.com 

D. https://karmadecay.com 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Nicolas just found a vulnerability on a public-facing system that is considered a zero-day vulnerability. He sent an email
to the owner of the public system describing the problem and how the owner can protect themselves from that
vulnerability. He also sent an email to Microsoft informing them of the problem that their systems are exposed to. What
type of hacker is Nicolas? 

A. Red hat 

B. white hat 

C. Black hat 

D. Gray hat 

Correct Answer: B 

A white hat (or a white hat hacker) is an ethical computer hacker, or a computer security expert, who focuses on
penetration testing and in other testing methodologies that ensures the safety of an organization\\'s information systems.
Ethical hacking may be a term meant to imply a broader category than simply penetration testing. Contrasted with black
hat, a malicious hacker, the name comes from Western films, where heroic and antagonistic cowboys might traditionally
wear a white and a black hat respectively. While a white hat hacker hacks under good intentions with permission, and a
black hat hacker, most frequently unauthorized, has malicious intent, there\\'s a 3rd kind referred to as a gray hat hacker
who hacks with good intentions but sometimes without permission.White hat hackers can also add teams called
"sneakers and/or hacker clubs",red teams, or tiger teams.While penetration testing concentrates on attacking software
and computer systems from the beginning ?scanning ports, examining known defects in protocols and applications
running on the system and patch installations, as an example ?ethical hacking may include other things. A full-blown
ethical hack might include emailing staff to invite password details, searching through executive\\'s dustbins and
typically breaking and entering, without the knowledge and consent of the targets. Only the owners, CEOs and Board
Members (stake holders) who asked for such a censoring of this magnitude are aware. to undertake to duplicate a
number of the destructive techniques a true attack might employ, ethical hackers may arrange for cloned test systems,
or organize a hack late in the dark while systems are less critical. In most up-to-date cases these hacks perpetuate for
the long-term con (days, if not weeks, of long-term human infiltration into an organization). Some examples include
leaving USB/flash key drives with hidden auto-start software during a public area as if someone lost the tiny drive and
an unsuspecting employee found it and took it.Some other methods of completing these include:?DoS attacks?Social
engineering tactics?Reverse engineering? Network security?Disk and memory forensics?Vulnerability
research?Security scanners such as:?W3af?Nessus?Burp suite?Frameworks such as:?Metasploit?Training
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PlatformsThese methods identify and exploit known security vulnerabilities and plan to evade security to realize entry
into secured areas. they\\'re ready to do that by hiding software and system `back-doors\\' which will be used as a link to
information or access that a non-ethical hacker, also referred to as `black-hat\\' or `grey-hat\\', might want to succeed in
. 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Bobby, an attacker, targeted a user and decided to hijack and intercept all their wireless communications. He installed a
fake communication tower between two authentic endpoints to mislead the victim. Bobby used this virtual tower to
interrupt the data transmission between the user and real tower, attempting to hijack an active session, upon receiving
the users request. Bobby manipulated the traffic with the virtual tower and redirected the victim to a malicious website.
What is the attack performed by Bobby in the above scenario? 

A. Wardriving 

B. KRACK attack 

C. jamming signal attack 

D. aLTEr attack 

Correct Answer: D 

aLTEr attacks are usually performed on LTE devices Attacker installs a virtual (fake) communication tower between two
authentic endpoints intending to mislead the victim This virtual tower is used to interrupt the data transmission between 

the user and real tower attempting to hijack the active session. 

https://alter-attack.net/media/breaking_lte_on_layer_two.pdf The new aLTEr attack can be used against nearly all LTE
connected endpoints by intercepting traffic and redirecting it to malicious websites together with a particular approach
for 

Apple iOS devices. 

This attack works by taking advantage of a style flaw among the LTE network -- the information link layer (aka: layer-2)
of the LTE network is encrypted with AES-CTR however it\\'s not integrity-protected, that is why an offender will modify
the 

payload. As a result, the offender is acting a classic man-in-the-middle wherever they\\'re movement as a cell tower to
the victim. 
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QUESTION 4

When purchasing a biometric system, one of the considerations that should be reviewed is the processing speed. Which
of the following best describes what it is meant by processing? 

A. The amount of time and resources that are necessary to maintain a biometric system 

B. How long it takes to setup individual user accounts 

C. The amount of time it takes to be either accepted or rejected from when an individual provides identification and
authentication information 

D. The amount of time it takes to convert biometric data into a template on a smart card 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company performs penetration tests and security assessments for small and medium- sized business in the local
area. During a routine security assessment, you discover information that suggests your client is involved with human
trafficking. 

What should you do? 

A. Confront the client in a respectful manner and ask her about the data. 

B. Copy the data to removable media and keep it in case you need it. 

C. Ignore the data and continue the assessment until completed as agreed. 

D. Immediately stop work and contact the proper legal authorities. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 6

Wilson, a professional hacker, targets an organization for financial benefit and plans to compromise its systems by
sending malicious emails. For this purpose, he uses a tool to track the emails of the target and extracts information such
as sender identities, mall servers, sender IP addresses, and sender locations from different public sources. He also
checks if an email address was leaked using the haveibeenpwned.com API. Which of the following tools is used by
Wilson in the above scenario? 

A. Factiva 

B. Netcraft 

C. infoga 

D. Zoominfo 

Correct Answer: C 

Infoga may be a tool gathering email accounts informations (ip,hostname,country,...) from completely different public
supply (search engines, pgp key servers and shodan) and check if email was leaked using haveibeenpwned.com API. is
a really simple tool, however very effective for the first stages of a penetration test or just to know the visibility of your
company within the net. 

 

QUESTION 7

During an Xmas scan what indicates a port is closed? 

A. No return response 

B. RST 

C. ACK 

D. SYN 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: Joe turns on his home computer to access personal online banking. When he enters the URL www.bank.com.
the website is displayed, but it prompts him to re-enter his credentials as if he has never visited the site before. When he
examines the website URL closer, he finds that the site is not secure and the web address appears different. What type
of attack he is experiencing?. 

A. Dos attack 

B. DHCP spoofing 

C. ARP cache poisoning 

D. DNS hijacking 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

There have been concerns in your network that the wireless network component is not sufficiently secure. You perform
a vulnerability scan of the wireless network and find that it is using an old encryption protocol that was designed to
mimic wired encryption, what encryption protocol is being used? 

A. WEP 

B. RADIUS 

C. WPA 

D. WPA3 

Correct Answer: A 

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) may be a security protocol, laid out in the IEEE wireless local area network (Wi-Fi)
standard, 802.11b, that\\'s designed to supply a wireless local area network (WLAN) with A level of security and privacy
like what\\'s usually expected of a wired LAN. A wired local area network (LAN) is usually protected by physical security
mechanisms (controlled access to a building, for example) that are effective for a controlled physical environment, but
could also be ineffective for WLANs because radio waves aren\\'t necessarily bound by the walls containing the
network. WEP seeks to determine similar protection thereto offered by the wired network\\'s physical security measures
by encrypting data transmitted over the WLAN. encoding protects the vulnerable wireless link between clients and
access points; once this measure has been taken, other typical LAN security mechanisms like password protection, end-
to-end encryption, virtual private networks (VPNs), and authentication are often put in situ to make sure privacy.A
research group from the University of California at Berkeley recently published a report citing "major security flaws" in
WEP that left WLANs using the protocol susceptible to attacks (called wireless equivalent privacy attacks). within the
course of the group\\'s examination of the technology, they were ready to intercept and modify transmissions and gain
access to restricted networks. The Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance (WECA) claims that WEP ?which is included
in many networking products ?was never intended to be the only security mechanism for a WLAN, and that, in
conjunction with traditional security practices, it\\'s very effective. 

 

QUESTION 10

Ricardo has discovered the username for an application in his targets environment. As he has a limited amount of time,
he decides to attempt to use a list of common passwords he found on the Internet. He compiles them into a list and then
feeds that list as an argument into his password-cracking application, what type of attack is Ricardo performing? 

A. Known plaintext 

B. Password spraying 

C. Brute force 

D. Dictionary 

Correct Answer: D 

 

A dictionary Attack as an attack vector utilized by the attacker to break in a very system, that is password protected, by
golf shot technically each word in a very dictionary as a variety of password for that system. This attack vector could be
a 
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variety of Brute Force Attack. 

The lexicon will contain words from an English dictionary and conjointly some leaked list of commonly used passwords
and once combined with common character substitution with numbers, will generally be terribly effective and quick. 

How is it done? 

Basically, it\\'s attempting each single word that\\'s already ready. it\\'s done victimization machine-controlled tools that
strive all the possible words within the dictionary. 

Some password Cracking Software: 

1. 

John the ripper 

2. 

L0phtCrack 

3. 

Aircrack-ng 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following describes the characteristics of a Boot Sector Virus? 

A. Modifies directory table entries so that directory entries point to the virus code instead of the actual program. 

B. Moves the MBR to another location on the RAM and copies itself to the original location of the MBR. 

C. Moves the MBR to another location on the hard disk and copies itself to the original location of the MBR. 

D. Overwrites the original MBR and only executes the new virus code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

The Heartbleed bug was discovered in 2014 and is widely referred to under MITRE\\'s Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) as CVE-2014-0160. This bug affects the OpenSSL implementation of the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) protocols defined in RFC6520. 

What type of key does this bug leave exposed to the Internet making exploitation of any compromised system very
easy? 

A. Public 

B. Private 

C. Shared 
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D. Root 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

If a token and 4-digit personal identification number (PIN) are used to access a computer system and the token
performs off-line checking for the correct PIN, what type of attack is possible? 

A. Birthday 

B. Brute force 

C. Man-in-the-middle 

D. Smurf 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

You have successfully logged on a Linux system. You want to now cover your trade Your login attempt may be logged
on several files located in /var/log. Which file does NOT belongs to the list: 

A. user.log 

B. auth.fesg 

C. wtmp 

D. btmp 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

How is the public key distributed in an orderly, controlled fashion so that the users can be sure of the sender\\'s
identity? 

A. Hash value 

B. Private key 

C. Digital signature 

D. Digital certificate 

Correct Answer: D 
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